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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

We are here today at your request to discuss the U&I of compu- 

ter matching as a means for detecting and preventing error, waste, 

and fraud in Government programs. You asked us to present our 

views on whether computer matching is a cost effective mgnagement 

tool, and whether it can be used without compromising thh privacy 

rights of individuals. You also asked us to address a number of 

specific ismes, such as how often matches should be madb, problems 

in performing them, and other benefits of computer match#ng. 

Based upon our experiences as well as those of othejt agen- 

ties, we believe computer matching can be a very cost efkective 

tool for detecting error and fraud in Government entitlement 
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j pzmgramr and for identl, $~g.~ctiona needed t;d strenglthe‘k 'program  . 

control8. Earn mC3ra, m rtant, as a forfu of internal control, it. 

can be Q vary,effeative deterrent to fraud and waste if it is com m on 

knowledge that it ir being used. : Funding for entitlement programs ,. 
j is projected at over $350 billion for 1983, and potential erroneous 

payments could run into the billions. Because computer matching 

j is a relatively low cost method of identifying and reducing erroneous 

i payments, we endorse its use with the understanding that the rights / / , / of individual citizens will be protected as required by the Privacy 

1 Act of 1974, the Tax Reform  Act of 1976, and due-process provisions 

1 for reducing or elim inating benefit payments are followed. 

1 Definition of computer matchinq ---_ -- . --_- _- .- ..__ ..I I , I 1 I Before I go any further, I think it would be useful to define 
I 
/ computer matching and discuss briefly its use in entitltient pro- 

j grams. Simply stated, computer matching--as its name implies--is 

i a technique in which selected data within a file or in two or more 

computerized files are compared to identify certain condiitions which, 

if they exist, could indicate program  ineligibility and ierroneous 

1 payments. In the context of its use in entitlement programs, it 

is one step in the process of verifying eligibility information 

provided by people applying for or receiving program  benefits. 

A fter a match has been made, additional steps must usually be taken 

to ensure that "matched records" pertain to the same individual 

and that the data in each record is accurate and up to date. Thus ‘ 

because the computer provides the capability to match m jllions of 

records with extreme speed (via-a-vis manual matching), /computer 
# 

matching is a systematic,and efficient means of conduct&g a 
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For the most part, our efforts have focused on id&ti&ying 
'I I 

erroneous payments rather than evaluating the cost-effe&ive use 

of computer matching by Fedsral and State agencies. (See App. I 

for a list of raports related to computer matching.) ,Our sxperi- 

ences with computer matching have shown that the benefits--namely 

idmtifying and stopping erroneous payments and correcting program 

i deficiencies--gensrally far outweigh the cost of a match. 

As far back as 1976, for example, we made a computer match I 
of Supplemental Security Income (SSI) payments with records of _.. .*.. - - __-. - - ._ - - _ _ . -. 
benefit payments made by the Veterans Administration and'the Rail- 

road Retirement Board. L/ By using a computer matching technique, 

we were able to identify and report total erroneous payments of 

more than $60 million annually. The Social Security Administra- 

tion has now been conducting similar matches routinely and we 

understand that in fiscal 1982 the savings actually exceads $100 

million. 

We reported in January 1982 g./ that overpayments in 5 major 

needs-based benefit programs would probably exceed $1 billion in 

fiscal 1982. Since eligibility and the amount of these payments 

&/Supplemental Security Income Payment Errors Can be Reduced," 
HRD-76-159, Nov. 18, 1976. 

g/Legislative and Administrative Changes to Improve VerifFcation 
of Welfare Recipients' Income and Assets Could Save Hundreds of 
Millions," HRD-82-9, Jan. 14, 1982. 

I 
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am dependent .on recipFe&r' incop and aaaets,. I;ncreased verific& 

tfon of these data via computer matching could reduce significahtly 

the numbor of erroneous payments. The estimate of overpayments 

wa8 made for the AFDC, SSI, Medicaid, lFood Stamp,. and Section 8 

Housing programs. Although significant, they represent Ionly a 

portion of the total potential erroneous payments for all entitle- 

ment programs. 

As you can see, the potential payback of a computer match can 

be significant, but the question remains: how much does it coat? 

The straight-forward answer is "it all depends" because there are 

so many variables. Costs will depend on such variable eactors as 

the 'size and complexity of the records being matched, the quality 

and compatibility of the data in computerized files, and the extent 

of verification required following a match. 

One element of cost is the cost of the software needed to 

make the match. This cost, by itself, can be large: hodever, 

once developed, the software can be used on many different matches. 

For example, our staff designed a set of computer programs for 

matching which we call "SEEKER": our development costs were about 

$100,000. To date, we have used it on several different audits 

in GAO. Also, two executive agencies are using it now (the Veter- 

ans Administration and Department of Labor) and others are planning 

to. On one matching project alone we identified about $2 million 

in overpayments of which about $500,000 has been collecied. 
I 

Another element of cost is the cost of computer time to match 

the files, but, here again, the cost is relatively insignificant 

in relation to potential benefits. On a current audit, jwe spent 
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records; the potential erroneous paymerrts on tha hiIS.& 

.in the match may be rweral million dollarsr (, : " 

The rsmaining costs of a computer match are the mc& diffi- ' 
: 

lCUlt to a88ess and these include the coats to review almabch 

'to confirm that an erroneous payment has been or may be msde. 

!ThiS effort is usually manual and the costs are dependent: upon the 

Ieligibility requirements of a given program and the quality and 

/availability of data needed for verifying whether a match does I 
'in fact represent an erroneous payment. Consequently, it is dif- 

,ficult to generalize on these costs and each matching project must 

ibQ evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

/Operational problems increasing costs 

Some major operational problems can further increase, the costs 

jand time involved in computer matching. They involve incompatib- 

/ilities in ways data is represented in computer files of different 

agency systems and inaccurate and unreliable data contained in 

their automated files. Ve have addressed both of these problems 

jin several reports and although some progress has been made, much 

more needs to be d&e. 

We have reported the problem of data standardization: in 

computers over the years. For instance, in 1974 we reported L/ 

that the common coding and representation of information &n com- 

puters was needed to facilitate exchanges of data in automated 

A/"Emphasis Needed on Government‘s Efforts to Standardize! Data 
Elements and Codes for Computer Systems," B-115369, May 16, 1974. 
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records in machine-readable form and reduce its, cost. In 1978,. ' 

we reemphasized the need for computer standardization to facil- * ' I 

itate data. exchanges and noted a lack of compliance with existing 

; standards. lJ' 

As automated data exchanges become more prevalent for compu-' 

ter matching as well as for other reasons, the need for an effec- 

tive approach to standardization becomes even more important for 

I economy and efficiency reasons. I 

1. Another major problem that we have seen over the years in- 

volves poor data quality in automated systems. In computer match- 

, ins a major part of the cost involves validating the quality of 

i the data in the files of the agencies involved in the match. Val- 

j idation includes assuring that the matched data is comptete, ac- 

! curate, and timely. The more data errors in the files, the more 

/ it cost8 to validate the computer matches. 

I In addition to the added costs of performing a match, poor 

data quality can also result in the failure to identifyfimproper 

payments being made. The added costs here are erroneous payments. 

1 Factors to consider in matching ..-. - . _ _ _ . ._ - 

Because of the many variables involved, prudent program man- 

agement requires that proposed matches be planned and properly 

justified*and evaluated periodically in terms of costs and actual 

benefits. In assessing benefits, however, program mana+ers both 

L/"The Federal Information Processing Standards Program+ Many 
Potential Benefits, Little Progress, and Many Probleml," FGMSD-780 
23, Apr. 19, 1978. 
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at the Federal and S tate level should,vi& comp~~ar~#&&fng as 

,,! _ '.,,ilPi tly 'i' : ; :, J.6 ,.,I , ? , / I I .a tool for preventinq aa well as deteotinq error ant! f&d and 

therefore its we can act as a deterrent to program  abude. 

In this context, computer matching can be viewed as an in- 

tsrnal control technique, as well as a tool for evaluating the 

sffectivsnass of' other internal controls. For instance,, computer 

matching can be used before benefits are authorized to validate 

or verify eligibility-related information provided by an applicant 

~ (e4., wage data in needs-based programs). In this way, computer 

I matching functions as an internal control to detect or prevent 

I erroneous or fraudulent payments before they occur. Computer 

i matching can also be used --very effectively as shown by its many 
I 

j uses to date-- to determ ine if applicants already receiving benefits 

; are truly eligible. In this way computer matching functjlons as a 

i tool for determ ining if other internal controls used for' verifying 

[ an applicant's eligibility for benefits are functioning properly. 

1 COMPUTER MATCHING: WHEN AND HOW OFTEN? 

W ith regard to your question of when and how often computer 

/ matching should take place, the issue centers around whether it 
I 
j should be done in the pre-payment stage or the -p&t-patient .stage, 

and if in the latter, how frequently? 

Selective verification of critical eligibility factors through 

computer matching at the pre-payment stage would have tha obvious 
/ 

benefits of identifying potential program  abusers and ereors before 
1 

erroneous payments are made, reduce expensive followup and collec- I 
tion activities, and, as I stated previously, act as a deterrent 

in preventing or reducing the amount of program  abuse that may take 
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place. Conmaquently, matching at the,prw=p@$?mm$t,staga can be very " 

de8irable. It may not be fearfble in'all qam8, hcwwer", because. . 

some program8 may call for the initial payment8 to be made within 

a short timeframe. For example, the Pood Stamp Act of 1977 (as 

amended) currently requires that allotments to eligible household8 

be made in aa short a period as 5 days, and not later 'than 30 days 

following the filing of an application. This requirement could 

make it difficult to u8e computer matches at the prepayment stage 

if th; automated files to be matched are processed on incompatible 

syrtems or the data in the files is of questionable accu.racy and 

require8, significant amounts of verification before it c@n be used. 

If rruch constraints make computer matching impractical before in- 

itial payments or benefit8 are provided, consideration should be 

given to performing a match as soon as possible afterwards. 

Because of change8 in circumstances involving indiv;idual in- 

come, adsetd, dependencies, and the like, computer matches should 

also be considered for persons already receiving Federal/ benefits. 

Whether matches should be performed, and whether the match 

should be on a one-time or routine basis are dependent on several 

factors and should be considered on a case-by-case basis,. The 

obvious considerations are: 

--Specific known or suspected cases of fraud or error in a 

benefit program, 

--Whether computer matching would be effective in dbterring 

people fran misrepresenting information when applping for 

benefits. 
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--Significantchanges in legislative or administrative require- 

ments for eligibility and payment. A match could be a very 

economical means for determining whether required changes 

were correctly made. ; 

--The potential for change in an individual's eligibility 

status. For example, changes in income or asset levels 

could change or eliminate eligibility for a benefi:t payment. 

--The adequacy of the system of internal controls in: a benefit 

program. If controls are judged to be weak, a program could 

be more vulnerable to error or fraud. A more frequent match 

might therefore be in order until the controls are' streng- 

thened. 

STATU'Y?bRY'CGNSTRAINTS To CdEiPUTFR MATCHING 

While there are advantages to using computers to verify data 

rbout persons applying for or already receiving Federal benefits, 

the Tax Reform Act of 1976, which was designed to protect the 

>rivacy riqhts of taxpayers, restricts or prohibits the matching 

3f certain computerized data. 

In January 1982, we recommended L/ some legislative changes to . 
Eacilitate computer matching in needs-based benefit programs. In 

:hese programs an individual's eligibility is based upon his or her 

income and assets. Our recommendations addressed the use Eor veri- 

!ication purposes of (1) wage and earnings data maintaineb by the 

states and SSA, and (2) unearned income data maintained bjr the 
.-. .-..*., .,.~ 

C/Legislative and Administrative Changes to Improve Verifbcation 
* of Welfare Recipients Income and Assets Could Save HundFeds of 

Millions" HRD-82-9, Jan. 14, 1982. 

. 
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Second, the data for all States does not include wages of Fed- 

eral employees, military personnel, and earnings of the !self-, 

emploved. SSA wage information is more comprehensive thkn State 

data because it does include these wages and earnings. A major 

problem, however, is that because these data are collected for Fed- 

eral income tax purposes, as well as for SSA's use, access to the 

data is controlled, for privacy reasons, by the Tax Refoirm Act of 

1976. This law was enacted to provide stringent disclosure limita- 

tions on tax return data because of concerns about indiviidual 

privacy. Although the Congress has passed separate legilslation 

making SSA's waqe data available for use in the AFDC and Food 
, 

Stamp Programs, such data cannot be used for verification purposes 

in other Federal needs-based programs. 

10 

fntsrnal Revenue Service (IRS). However, the opening Of'Federak ' 

" ' tax data for use in other government Programs involves certain 

Policy considerations concerning privacy. 
) Wadi 'iid LideRifi*Pj -$jakd 

Wage data maintained by the States is generally considered to 

be the best available wage information for verification burposes. 

The States collect this information from employers to de'termine 

j eligibility and benefits under the unemployment insurancie program. , / 
j However, there are a couple of limitations. First, only' 38 States 

~ have laws that require collection of quarterly wage data for use / 
1 in the unemployment insurance program. The other 12 do not: most I 
/ get only gross payroll data from employers. The Department of Labor 
I 
/ has recently drafted proposed legislation to respond to our recom- / 
! mendation to require all States to collect wage data quarterly. 

.,.rr f,. y. .-., 
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Pem\ft disclosure of SSA data on individual wages; net errnings 

from self emploment; and payments of retirement income to 

Federal, State, and local agencies administering Federal,needs- 

based programs whenever comparable data is not available: at the 

State level. * 

Urihirricid "indtime‘and assit data 

One potential means of identifying income and assets unre- 

ported or underreported by applicants and recipients of needs- 

based programs is IRS records on taxpayer unearned income. 

However, exchange of these data is also prohibited by the Tax 

I Reform Act of 1976. 

IRS requires that data on taxpayer unearned income be repor- 

i ted through third-party information returns so that it can verify 

/ the accuracy of taxpayers' Federal tax returns. Third-party 

' returns are submitted, for example, for pensions and annuities, 

interest income, dividends, lump-sum distributions from profit 

sharing and retirement plans, bearer certificates of deposit, 

, and individual retirement accounts. This information, which is 

maintained in IRS' information return processing file, clould be 

used to verify the unearned income being reported to the; eligib- 

ilitv programs, and also to indicate ownership and value; of assets 
/ 

which produced the income. 

A 1978 feasibility test done by IRS for SSA demonstrated 

the usefulness of information return data for identifying SSI / 
recipients who receive interest income. SSA provided 14s with 

11 
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the rocial w&hty numb4rr (SSNs) of 5,000 SSI recl;pielhfs who -* 

clafrmd to Ii&k lrlb izkxmie from bank accounts. IRS then matched 
. . i 

the88 SSN'S against it8 files. The rtssultd, developed aa aggre- 

gatod data only, showed that 13.5 percent of the recipients did 

have bank account income. Purther, based on the amount:of that 

income, SSA eatixnated that 2.5 percent of the 5,000 recipients 

owned more asrats than allowed for SSI eligibility. 

According to SSA projectiona, more than 100,000 recipients 

were potentially overpaid $122 million annually because'of these 

unreported acrrets. SSA concluded that matching the SSNs of all 

SSI recipients with IRS records and using the results to rede- i 

termine recipients' eligibility appeared highly feasible and 

tort effective. 

G iven these results, and based on other work we had done in 

federally supported programs, we recommended in January ~1982 that 

the disclosure provisions of the Internal Revenue Code be amended 

to permit disclosure of IRS data on sources and amounts of unearned 

income to Federal, State, and local agencies administeri$g feder- 

ally funded neada-based programs. Both this and our previously 

mentioned recommendation on wage related data recognized the need 

for.rsstricting rsuch disclosure so that tax return info$mation 

would be made available only for purposes of, and to the extent 

necessary in, determining an individual's eligibility fdr benefits 

or the amount of benefits. 

Privacy considerations and tax information -. 

Because of privacy and other concerns, Congress has! appro- I 
priately approached the opening of tax data with caution'. In 

12 



SWamber of this par, &mgrerrr amended the Code to facilitate the 
, 

disclosure of tax raturnrr and return information for nontax crim- 

inal investigation purposes. The debates leading to this amend- 

ment, however, did not include the issue of using tax data to 

help administer needs-based programs. 

We continue to believe that this issue merits consideration. 

However, we recognize that the policy considerations are sensitive 

; and complex. On the one hand, there are the tenets that taxpayers 

i who supply IRS with tax information have a basic right to privacy 

i with respect to that information, and that such information should 

j be subject to disclosure only when society has a compelling in- 

j terest which outweighs individual privacy concerns. Some believe 

i that violation of these tenets might affect voluntary compliance 
/ I with and, thereby, the health of the Nation‘s tax system. On the 

j other hand, there is the, need to improve needs-based program elig- 
I 
; ibility and benefit determinations so that benefit dollars are-not 

lost to the Government or diverted from those entitled to them. 

We consider the problem sufficiently significant to warrant con- 

gressional debate and consideration. 

THE PRIVACY ACT AND OMB GUIDELINES 
FOR COMPUTER MATCHING 

While I am on the subject of privacy, I would likeIt comment 

briefly on the computer matching guidelines issued by tfie Office 

of Management and Budget (OMB). These provide requirements that 

agenciee should follow to comply with the Privacy Act. 1 

The Privacy Act of 1974 was passed because of concdrns about 

possible invasions of the privacy of U.S. citizens by the Federal , 

13 



. the use and disclosure of the file8 as well as the information ex- 

I 
' Government . The Act require8 agencie8to iarsue public notices o*f 

i 
the 8xistance and u8e8 of their "#y&ems of record8" containing 

information about people.. It al80 spacifie8 conditions under which 

parronal data in theao lrystems can be disclosed and requirements 

for maintaining record8 on 8uch di8ClOSUre8. Further, it defines 

the right8 of individuals to obtain, review, and when, in error, 

/ ametnd record8 about them. Among other things, it also requires 

1 agencies to establirrh appropriate administrative, technibal, and 
, 
phy8ical safeguards of records. 

We believe that the OMB guidelines are important because com- 

pliance with them would help assure uniform adherence with key pro- 

viarions of the Privacy Act. In addition, the OMB guidelines add a 

1 requirement which is extremely important. The guidelines require a- 

greements in writing with non-Federal entities that would not other- 

wise be subject to the disclosure controls of the Privacy Act. These 

agreements should address such things as file ownership, limits on 

tracted by the matches, and the nature of file disposition. Al- 

though these agreements are important, their implementation must , / 
be actively monitored by Federal agencies to assure compliance. 

We also believe that the guidelines can be improvedlby extend- 

ing their coverage to computer matches that are aimed atverifying 

eligibility of per8ons before payments are made. These types of 

matches are currently excluded from the guidelines. / 
I 

With regard to the requirement in the Privacy Act that calls 

for providing adequate safeguards over personal informatton, we 

have reported on a continuing number of computer securitp problems 



in F*degal aad State, ag~~ci~~‘e~ fn a $&&&!b 

. 

, ~Syrrtunar Security --Federal Agancierr- Should S 

Over Personal and O ther Sensitive Data" iss 

we pointed out that ten Federal agencies were experienci~bg problllrmr 
in establishing organizations, plans, procedures, and me~hodolo- 

gies for cost e ffective computer security safeguards ove$ automated 

data. In more recent reports issued in 1981 and 1982 we have found 

this to be a continuing problem in both Federal and State Govern- 

ments because policy guidance has not been adequate and ,senior 

agency managers have given only lim ited support to improving agency 

security programs. 

Nonetheless, there are a number o f recognized techniques and 

prOC8dUre8 which can be employed to give a high degree of computer 

security during a computer match. It,is incumbent upon each agency 

to use these computer security techniques and procedures: and monitor 

their use during the match to guard against unauthorized disclosure 

of personal information or o ther possible violations of the Privacy 

Act. 

Mr. Chairman, to summarize our views, we believe that computer 

matching can be an effective tool for verifying*the eligibility o f 

entitlement program beneficiaries. However, such matches must be 

performed within the framework of the Privacy Act o f 1974 and Tax 

Reform Act o f 1976. Moreover, where legislation is needed in order 

to make additional data such as tax data available for matching and 

verification purposes, Congress must consider the privacy and tax 

compliance implications prior to authorizing or not authorizing 

the use of such data. 
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j States' Capability to Prevent or 
‘Detect Multiple Participation in the 
Food Stamp Program 

,Prisoners Receiving Social Security 
sand Other Federal Retirement, Dis- 
iability, and Education Benefits 

IMillions Could be Saved by Improving 
/Integrity of the Food Stamp Program's 
IAuthorization-To-Participate System 

iLegislative and Administrative Changes 
/to Improve Verification of Welfare 
/Recipients Income and Assets Could 
ISave Eundreds of Millions 

i.States' Efforts to Detect Duplicate 
/Public Assistance Payments 

iConcerns About HHS' Ability to Effec- 
!tively Implement Incentive Funding for 
IState Information Systems in the Aid 
/to Families With Dependent Children 
'Program 

Impact of State Death Information on 
Federal Income Security Programs 

Millions Can be Saved by Identifying 
Supplemental Security Income Recip- 
ients Owning Too Many Assets 

VA Improved Pension Program: Some 
Persons Get More Than They Should and 
Others Less 

Social Security Should Obtain and Use 
State Data to Verify Benefits for All 
Its Programs 

I,!, j,“ 
: 6' !:'i 

Qeport 
Number, 

CED-82-103 

HRD-82-43 

CED-82-34 

HRD-82-9 

HRD-81-133 

HRD-81-119 

i Date 
jfssued 

O%-16-82 

07-22-82 

01-29-82 

01-14-82 

09-17-81 

O:6-29-81 

HRD-81-113 07-28-81 

HRD-81-4 02-04-81 

HRD-80-61 08-06-80 

HRD-80-4 10-16-79 
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Social Securitv Student Benefits For 
Postsecondary Students Should be 

Discontinue4 

iSocial Security Should 'Improve Its 
Collection of Overpayments to 
Supplemental Security Income Re- 
cipients 

:Letter Report on Social Security 
Administration's Problems, in Detect- 
ing Duplicate Payments Retirement, 
Survivors and Disability Insurance 
Program Benefits to Students 

Letter Report on Duplicate AFDC 
Payments in New York 

Wisconsin's Aid to Families With 
Dependent Children and Child Support 
Enforcement Programs Could Be Improved 

Report 
Number-. .- 

FTWD-79-108 

HRD-79-21 

HRD-79-27 

HRD-78-133 06-21-78 

HRD-78-130 016-22-78 

Privacy Issues and Supplemental 
Security Income Benefits 

HRD-77-110 

,Supplemental Security Income Payment HRD-76-159 

Date * ' , 
---Issued. . _ 'i 

\ 
08-30-79 

01-16-79 

12-22-78 

11-15-77 

U-18-76 
iE Errors Can be Reduced 




